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Studies
2016 - 2019

Master in Visual Arts
Research-based Master CCC — critical, curatorial and cybermedia studies
University of Art and Design (HEAD), Geneva, Switzerland

2013 - 2016

Bachelor in Visual Arts
Department Information/fiction — art and realities
University of Art and Design (HEAD), Geneva, Switzerland

Exhibitions
2019

2018

Nadia Elamly’s artistic and research work
approaches the notion of common through
intersectional feminist perspectives and focuses
on urban and social ecologies, in order to develop
narrative strategies to oppose the development
of the hostile city. Her practice gravitates around
places of gathering and communal spaces where
complex interplay between public and private
spheres is woven. She expresses and transmits
this research through a practice of m[e]ntage — a
wordplay between editing, montage in French,
and lying, mentir, understood also in the sense
of speculative fabulation and other forms of
mythopoietic — materialized through assemblages
filmic, photographic and textual materials.
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2016

Un-settling Resonances, collective intervention, One Gee In Fog, Chêne-Bourg, CH
Metabolizing Collective Poetry, workshop, One Gee In Fog, Chêne-Bourg, CH
And Other Misfortunes, projection, One Gee In Fog, Chêne-Bourg, CH
Aujourd’hui pour oublier, collective exhibition, Espace 3353, Carouge, CH
Des Rives, collective exhibition, Espace 81, Morges, CH
Poésie collective des rives, workshop, Espace 81, Morges, CH
Lignes de vie, participatory in situ intervention, Ô Vallon festival, Lausanne, CH
The Miner’s Moon, collective exhibition, Live In Your Head, Geneva, CH
Imagining the Island, collective exhibition, Banska St A Nica Contemporary, Banska
Stiavnica, Slovakia
Video City Basel, collective exhibition, Unternehmen Mitte, Bâle, CH

Others
2019

Co-curation of the independant art space Tunnel Tunnel, Lausanne (CH)
Textualities, curation of a evening of performance, with Caroline Bourrit, Camille
Kaiser, Laure Marville and Anaïs Wenger, Espace 81, Morges (CH)
FeminismS et remuneration of artist’s labour, conceptualization and moderation of
the round-table with Nous Professionnellxs, Ramaya Tegegne (Wages For Wages
Against), Julie Marmet (GARAGE), Manon Russo (anti-racist activist - La Dispersion
library) and Meloe Gennai (performer - Queer Smth, Black Lab Performance),
Espace Dickens, Lausanne (CH)
Swiss Animation - Ca bouge ! 50 ans du Groupement Suisse du Film d’Animation,
collaboration (collectif Pilotis) with the Swiss Animation Film Group, La
Cinémathèque Suisse and the Ceruleum Art School, Lausanne (CH)

2018

Co-foundation of the collective called Pilotis in Morges (CH) and collaboration with
the city of Morges to establish a new center dedicated to contemporary art

2017

Co-curation of the independant art space Topic, Geneva (CH)
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le ban[c] : complexe d’habitation
2017 research platform, www.le-banc.site (virtual platform still under construction)

The ban[c] is a physical and virtual platform for archiving and transmitting the present research dedicated to the
visibilzation of the development of the hostile city (la vi[ll]e hostile) and the elaboration of narrative strategies to
oppose it. The ban[c] was born from the observation of the dismantlement of public benches as the first manoeuvre of an urban redevelopment project taking place in the centre of the city of Morges, located between
Geneva and Lausanne, in Switzerland. This project constitutes an upgrading (mise aux normes) process meant
to replace an old working-class neighborhood with large luxury housing complexes or commercial structures.

Videostills from the intervention Street Reading on a square under construction in Chêne-Bourg (CH) — in the frame of Un-settling Resonances, One Gee In Fog, Chêne-Bourg, www.bit.ly/2JOqjIO

This redevelopment project echoes thirty similar, if not almost identical, projects taking place in about ten
cities in Switzerland and led by the Swiss railway company in partnership with various private as well as public
partners, such as UBS and the city of Morges for this specific field of research. This observation has led this
research to focus on socio-political, economic and cultural issues that go beyond local specificities and affect
both this place and the other places concerned by these redevelopment projects.
The ban[c] is also a fiction, as understood by Ursula K. Le Guin in her text The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction,
because it is a bag used to carry life stories. As a bag, the ban[c] is also a technology, a tool at the service of a
critical deconstruction and plural speculative reconstructions of the uses of public support structures allowing a
collective and collectivized reproduction of the everyday life.
Finally, the ban[c] is a mediating object co-constructed by the different research stakeholders through the assembly of their stories on these issues.
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metabolizing collective poetry
2019
meal, workshop and fanzine — Un-setting Resonances, One Gee Int Fog, Chêne-Bourg (CH), www.bit.ly/2JOqjIO

It is from the tablecloth of a previously shared meal that this poetry workshop proposed to the participants to
collectively build a poem. The participants were invited to collectively assemble short individual compositions.
This process of collective creation has given rise to the interweaving of a multiplicity of voices around a common theme. The workshop ended with the creation of a fanzine co-edited with the participants.

Views of the workshop and the content of the co-edited fanzine
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building structures
2019
HD video, 15min, color, sound

This film operates a state of play of the transformation processes of an urban landscape, crystallized over the
disappearance of the last public bench in a major square of a little city. Which bodies disappear from this place
while these infrastructures are erased? And what language should be used to successfully indicate this absence? Building Structures is a video essay investigating potential narrative strategies capable of approaching
phenomena of invisibilization without repeating them.

Videostills from the film Building Structures
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de l’espace inutile
2018
wooden bench, micropublication, posters — Aujourd’hui pour oublier, Espace 3353, Carouge (CH), https://bit.ly/2BIFyh7

This installation proposed a space-time of reflection around the notion of a support structure. The various
elements — a bench, three posters and a publication — were bound to each other by cut sewing threads meant
to weave and unweave a complex and discontinuous interplay between notions like public and private, interior
and exterior, intimacy and distance. All characteristics at work in the relationship of a body to its environment,
whether individual or collective, human or non-human.

Aujourd’hui pour oublier exhibition, Espace 3353, Carouge (CH)
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Aujourd’hui pour oublier exhibition, Espace 3353, Carouge (CH)
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La Cure d’Air
2018
16 printed images (26,5 x 18,9 cm), speakers and a playlist composed by thirty occupants of the beach — Des Rives, Espace 81, Morges (CH), https://bit.ly/2nw1K9V

Beaches are the site of a singular combination of a public environment and a set of domestic practices. Its occupants undress, sleep and shower outside, or arrange the space with mobile versions of home furnitures. This
particular beach located on the shores of Lake Geneva and called “La Cure d’Air” (a fresh air cure) is located
between the public and private domains in terms of land registry. This hybrid place then becomes the setting for
poetic speculation around a third typology of space: that of the common.

une enclave de terre
échappe
au morcellement de l’espace
langue d’herbe et de sable
exclue des barrières
crée une respiration
puis s’écoule doucement
dans les flots

bouleverse les frontières
du corps et de l’espace
que les serviettes de bain
et couvertures
chaises longues ou pliables
parasols, glacières
saladiers, assiettes et verres
couverts des restes d’un repas
transforment
Hybride

Cure d’Air

intérieurs extérieurs
aménagés
pour quelques heures

étendus sur le sable
des baigneurs se reposent
le soleil se reflète
à la surface de l’eau
qui brille comme leur peau
exposée
à la lumière
à la chaleur
à l’air

lieux de vie
que les enceintes portables
dans une polyphonie
relient

à l’autre
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intimité publique

Views of the content of the publication Des Rives
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Des rives exhibition, Espace 81, Morges (CH)
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poésie collective des rives
2018
workshop, poster et micropublication — Des Rives, Espace 81, Morges (CH), https://bit.ly/2nw1K9V

This workshop proposed the collective construction of a poem intended to inhabit the urban space. The participants were invited to engage in a collective work of assembling individual compositions. This process of collective creation revolved around the proposition to create a poetic intervention within the city.

Workshop and intervention in
the city of Morges (CH)
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lignes de vie
2018
In situ intervention — Ô Vallon festival, Lausanne (CH), www.bit.ly/2AGfstl

In the palm of a hand is a map. A unique arrangement of mounts and furrows specific to each human being
and that draws the landscape of his or her existence. This project proposed to combine physical, individual and
existential topographies with the geographical spatiality of the neighborhood where they were collected. Participants of all ages were invited to focus their attention on these small maps that inhabit the palm of their hands
and to share, for those who wanted to, the story of some of the elements of this landscape.

Workshop in the Vallon
neighborhood, Ô Vallon
festival, Lausanne (CH)
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Views of the nterventions in
the neighborhood, Ô Vallon
festival, Lausanne (CH)
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